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Nolan Bushnell:The
Father of Video Games
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The fickle finger of fate has affected few
in the field of computing as profoundly
as it has Nolan Kay Bushnell, founder

of a score of companies. Generally acknowl-
edged as the father of the video game industry,
Bushnell has walked a tightrope throughout
his career. He has fallen off a couple of times
as well.

THE TAO OF SPACEWARS

Born in Ogden, Utah in 1943, Bushnell
attended the University of Utah in the early
1960s, pursuing an E.E. degree. There he
encountered Spacewars, the very first
videogame. This action-packed experience
was created in 1962 to run on the $8 million
DEC PDP-1 at MIT. Every PDP-1 sold there-
after included the simple game as a perk.
Spacewars allowed two players to attempt to
shoot one another out of space while they cir-
cled a tiny sun resembling a white asterisk in
the middle of the black screen. The little ships
could chase one another, turn, and fire. The
game was favored by every geek on campus.
Many a computer science student wasted his
nights away with the simple challenge.

Bushnell had the gift. He earned his technical
stripes as a teen by repairing toaster ovens,

washing machines and televisions. In college he
got a job in an amusement park. He repaired the
pinball machines, old high-voltage devices
filled with solenoids, light bulbs, mechanical
linkages and relays. His college encounter with
Spacewars stayed with him. Bushnell decided to
develop arcade machines with computers inside.

COMPUTER SPACE TOO
COMPLICATED

By 1971 he was a partner with Ted Dabney
in Syzygy Engineering. Nutting Associates in
Mountain View, CA built the coin-operated
Computer Space arcade game designed by
Syzygy. It was based on Spacewars. Computer
Space was the first computerized commercial
arcade game. Each game included a 13-inch
monochrome monitor (later models used a
Hitachi black and white television) and TTL
logic circuits enclosed in a human-sized, met-
alflake-encrusted fiberglass game console.
Unfortunately, the marketing did not match the
technology. There were too many knobs. The
game was too complex, and some of the 1500
Computer Space games went unsold. Today
collectors value them at more than $3500 each.

In the summer of 1972, Bushnell and
Dabney cut Nutting loose and formed Atari.
They had $500 in venture capital. The name
was chosen because Bushnell was a regular
player of the Asian board game ‘Go.’ ‘Atari’ in
Go is roughly the same as ‘check’ in chess.

PONG

The crowning glory of Atari was Pong, the
debut product designed by Bushnell and wire-
wrapped by engineer Al Alcorn. The arcade
game was introduced in November of 1972.
Bushnell was determined to avoid the mistake
of Computer Space. The instructions were
simple enough.

1. Insert quarter
2. Ball will serve automatically
3. Avoid missing ball for high score.

Very soon it became apparent that Pong
was a success. Players in bars lined up, drop-
ping quarter after quarter so that they could
listen to the ta-tic-ta-toc of the ricocheting
Pong ‘ball.’ A new industry was born. Fifty
months later in 1976, Bushnell sold the com-
pany to Warner Communications for $28
million. By 1982 arcade video games were a
$5 billion industry.

Atari/Warner went on to build home game
consoles and then personal computers. Under
Warner, and later under Jack Tramiel of
Commodore, the firm got into a miasma of
lawsuits with other game manufacturers, but
Bushnell was on to other pursuits. He saw that
game arcades tended to be situated in bars and
bowling alleys where the clientele were some-
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FIGURE 1: THE EARLY COMPUTER SPACE
ARCADE GAME
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times gamey. Bushnell’s idea was that creating
a wholesome-feeling, family-oriented venue
for videogames would encourage younger
audiences to feed the coin boxes.

PIZZA TIME

Boy, would they ever. Bushnell’s’ next ven-
ture was the pizza joint/video arcade Chuck E.
Cheese Pizza Time Theater. The franchised
restaurants included Disney-like costumed
characters, free amusements for the kiddies
like slides and ball pits and robotic entertain-
ment similar to Disney’s Animatronic Country
Bear Jamboree. The first Chuck E. Cheese
opened in 1977. For a time they were enor-
mously successful, drawing a cool million dol-
lars per franchise. Big investors bought in.
Hundreds of stores were opened.

In 1981 at the peak of the arcade video craze,
Pizza Time Theater went public. Nolan Bushnell
was flushed with success. His holdings soon
exceeded $50 million. But Bushnell began to
experience wanderlust. He had other fish to fry.

Thereafter, his day-to-day oversight of
Chuck E. Cheese flagged. Worse, under new
management, the chain began to hemorrhage
money. A tailspin began. Through his new sole
proprietorship, Catalyst Technologies, Bushnell
pursued a variety of expensive new ventures.
One was Topo, a white plastic three-foot robot
from Androbot. Microprocessors of the time
just didn’t have the speed or versatility needed
for a robot to succeed. Topo and another robot
were marketed by Bushnell from 1982 to 1984.
Despite wide publicity, they died without issue.
Other ventures required massive capital injec-
tions, too. Bushnell borrowed millions against
his interest in Chuck E. Cheese. Then Chuck E.
Cheese went belly up. Before you could say
Jack Tramiel, $22 million had slipped from the
grasp of Catalyst.

GOING FOR BROKE

Then Merrill Lynch Capital Partners,
holder of the notes for his venture capital,
called in their chips and Bushnell was broke.
While trying to hold together a family with
eight children, he sold personal assets in an
attempt to get square with the lender.
Promises were made and broken. A legal
brouhaha left Bushnell scratching to make
ends meet. Finally he sold the family resi-
dence to satisfy the outstanding note. He was
forced into default by what were generally
seen as harsh and vindictive measures taken
by the Merrill Lynch legal department.

UWINK

Bushnell was down, but he is never out. In
2000 he started uWink.com, another game
company. He was waiting on his first venture
capital check from a Saudi company when
9/11 occurred. Needless to say, the funding
didn’t happen.

So Nolan Bushnell perseveres. uWink isn’t
profitable yet, but hundreds of game consoles
have been sold. Bushnell plans to provide
compelling games in bars and arcades plan-
etwide. Their SNAP game console dials out
periodically in the witching hour, download-
ing bug fixes and updated content from the
mothership. A further sophistication of kiosk
games is the ability to upload game software
directly from countertop device onto infrared-

enabled palm-top computers. That is on its
way, says uWink spokesman Nancy Nino.

When asked what fails most often on uWink
consoles, she remarked, “the operating sys-
tem. Just days ago we started shipping our
robotic toy vending machines with a brand
new Linux control system, where previously it
had been Windows XP. We expect fewer prob-
lems now. But spilled beer in the keyboard has
never been a problem.”  

NaSPA member Jim Rue writes about comput-
ers and conducts training and field service in
Orange County, CA. He can be reached at
JimRue@CalTrainer.com

FIGURE 2: COMPLICATED COMPUTER SPACE INSTRUCTIONS
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